We consider the nonlinear oblique derivative boundary value problem for quasilinear and fully nonlinear uniformly elliptic partial differential equations of second order. The elliptic operators satisfy natural structure conditions as introduced by Trudinger in the study of the Dirichlet problem while for the boundary operators we formulate general structure conditions which embrace previously considered special cases such as the capillarity condition. The resultant existence theorems include previous work such as that of Lieberman on quasilinear equations and Lions and Trudinger on Neumann boundary conditions.
Introduction.
In this paper we are concerned with oblique, nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems of the general form, where fi is a bounded smooth domain in Euclidean n-space, Rn, and P and G are real valued functions on the domains r = fi x R x R™ x S", Y' = âfi x R x R". Here Sn denotes the n(n + l)/2 dimensional linear space of n x n real symmetric matrices, and Du -(P¿u), and D2u = [Díju] denote the gradient and Hessian matrix of the real valued function u. By a classical solution of (1.1), (1.2) we shall mean a function u E C1(fi) D C2(fi) satisfying equations (1.1), (1.2) in a pointwise sense. Letting X = (x,z,p,r), X' = (x,z,p) denote points in r,T', we shall adopt the following definitions of ellipticity and obliqueness for functions F, G differentiable with respect to r, p respectively. Namely, the operator F is elliptic at X E T if the matrix Fr -[F13] = [dF/drij] is positive at X; while the operator G is oblique at X' e I" if x = GPl = Gp ■ 7 is positive at X', where 7 is the unit inner normal to 9fi. Letting A, A denote the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of Fr, we shall call P uniformly elliptic with respect to some subset U C T if the ratio A/A is bounded on U.
We shall treat here uniformly elliptic operators P and oblique operators G subject to certain natural structure conditions. For the operators F these conditions were introduced by Trudinger [30] as an extension to fully nonlinear operators of the natural conditions of Ladyzhenskaya and Ural'tseva [14] for uniformly elliptic quasilinear operators. Letting p, ¡jto, pi,p2 denote nondecreasing real functions, we may express these conditions as follows: FI: A < A/x(|z|) (Uniform ellipticity); F2: |P(x,z,p,0)j < \po(\z\)(l + \p\2); F3: (1 + |p|)|Pp|, \FZ\, \FX\ < \pi(\z\)(l + \p\2 + \r\); F4: (1 + |r|)|Pri|, (1 + |r|)|P"|, (1 + |r|)|Prp|, |PPP|, \Fpz\, \Fpx\, \F"\, \FZX\, \FXX\ < \p2(\z\ + \p\)(l + |r|); F5: Frr < 0 (that is, P is concave with respect to r), for ail X -(x, z, p, r) G F. Unless otherwise indicated the arguments of all functions occurring above are (x, z,p, r). For oblique boundary operators G we formulate corresponding conditions: G2: \G(x,z,p')\<xPo(\z\)(l + \p'\); G3: (1 + |p|)|Gp|, \GZ\,\GX\ < Xßi(\z\)(l + \p\), for all X' = (x,z,p) E fi x R x R", where p' -p -(p ■ 7)7 is the tangential projection of p and the normal vector field 7 and boundary function G have been appropriately extended to fi x R x R™.
The conditions G2, G3 embrace a large class of boundary value problems including quasilinear oblique derivative problems of the form The method of continuity, as presented for example in [9] , reduces the classical solvability of the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) to the establishment of a priori estimates in the Banach space C2'a(Ù~) for some a > 0, for solutions of a family of related problems. For boundary value problems subject to the above natural structure conditions, we shall prove the following estimate. THEOREM 1.1. Let fi be a bounded domain in Rn with boundary dQ E C4 and suppose that F E C2(T), G E C2(V) satisfy the structure conditions F1,F2,F3, F4, F5, G2,G3. Then if0<a<l
and u E C2(Ti) is a solution of the boundary value problem F[u] =0 in fi, G[u\ on dQ, we have the estimate (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) |w|2,a;n < C, where C depends on n, p, po, Vi, ß2, <*,supn \u\, fi and all the second derivatives of the functions F and G.
As an example of the application of Theorem 1.1, we have the following existence theorem. COROLLARY 1.2. Let fi,P and G satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, together with the conditions (1.6) supP2<0, supG2<0. r r'
Then there exists a unique classical solution u of the boundary value problem F[u] = 0 in fi, G[u] = 0 on dû with u E C2>a(fi) for all a < 1.
Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 are new, even in the quasilinear case where they extend previous work of Lieberman [18] . In this case solvability of the boundary value problem (1.1) arises from only C1,Q!(fi) estimates. Whereas the Dirichlet problem had been extensively studied for quasilinear equations [9, 14] , the study of oblique boundary value problems had primarily focussed on conormal derivative problems for divergence form equations, such as the capillarity problem [7, 14, 17, 32].
The C?2'Q(fi) estimate of Theorem 1.1 is the culmination of several component estimates of lower order which are established separately in the different sections of this paper. In particular, in §2, we derive global Holder estimates for solutions of (1.1), using a modification of the weak Harnack inequality [29] . In §3 we treat gradient bounds, obtaining gobal gradient estimates under the structure conditions FI, F2, F3, G2, G3, analogous to those for the Dirichlet problem [30] . Holder estimates for derivatives are deduced in §4. These had been previously obtained for quasilinear equations by Lieberman [18] using different methods. In §5 we treat global bounds for second derivatives.
Here the approach splits naturally into two stages. First is the derivation of one-sided estimates for pure tangential derivatives which has features in common with the Neumann type problems for the Bellman equation treated by Lions and Trudinger [27] , as well as earlier work on the Dirichlet problem [25, 11] . The second stage is the estimation of the pure normal second derivatives which involves substantially different arguments from the more standard devices, used for example in [27] . In §6 we finally reach the global Holder estimates for second derivatives, employing a different and more general argument to that of [27] , which like the first derivative estimates in [18] is based on conormal divergence structure inequalities. In the last section, we discuss the application of the preceding estimates to the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) , where an alternate approach to the method of continuity, due to Lieberman [16, 19], may also be used.
To conclude this introduction we remark that many of our estimates remain valid under more general structural hypotheses than FI, F2, F3, F4, F5 and certain extensions will be at least indicated in the course of this paper. In particular a mild nonuniformity may often be achieved by expressing structural conditions in terms of the Bernstein function Í = Fl3piPj, and its second order extension Z2, given by £2 = F%3rikrjk-Also all notation, unless otherwise specified, will follow the book [9] .
We wish to express our thanks to P.-L. Lions whose contribution in [27] stimulated our joint investigations. This research was carried out while we were both visiting Indiana University in the Fall of 1983 and we thank in particular Roger Newton and Bill Ziemer for their encouragement and hospitality as well as our home institutions for supporting our leave programmes.
Weak Harnack inequalities
and Holder estimates for solutions. Our Holder estimates will all be derived from the weak Harnack inequality, Lemma 2.1 below. Its proof uses the corresponding interior estimate of Trudinger [29, Theorem 9] (which is based on estimates of Krylov and Safonov [13] ) and a comparison argument inspired by a result of Krylov [12, Lemma 2.1]. The latter was used by him to obtain boundary Holder estimates on second derivatives of solutions of the Dirichlet problem.
In order to state our result conveniently, we introduce the sets P+ = {xE Rn| |*| < 1,xn > 0}, P° = {x G Rn| \x\ < l,in = 0}, G(p,R) = {|x'| < R,0 < x" < pR}, G'(p, R) = {|x'| <R,pR<xn< 3pR/2}
for positive p and R, where x = (x',xn) = (x1,... ,xn_1,x"). We denote by a13, i,j = 1,... ,n, the components of a positive Sn valued function on B+ satisfying ( Then there are constants k and p depending only on u and p and C depending also on iM)Mo such that if R E (0, j) and u > 0 in G(p,2R), then (2-4) (i^/Apm / uK) <c( inf u + R2<f> + Rip).
\\G'(p,2R)\JG,,p¡2R) J \g(p,r) J PROOF. Note that by considering ü = (1 -e~tí°u)/po in place of u, we may assume that po -0. With this assumption, we show that for p = l/4np, we have (2.5) A= inf w<4 inf u + 16(pP)2$ + 4pPV-
The desired result then follows by combining this inequality with the interior weak Harnack inequality
which follows from [29, Theorem 9] by means of an appropriate chaining argument. To prove (2.5), we set Gf = G(p,iR), G^dG+nB0, ¿ = 1,2, and introduce the functions tüi = 4(pP)2 -(xn)2, w2 = 2pR -xn, w3 = 2 -(xn)2/4(pP)2 -xn/2pR + \x'\2/R2.
Clearly u>i > 0 in G% for i = 1,2,3, and a simple calculation shows Lwi < -2A, Lw2 < 0 in G%,
Moreover we have Lw3 < X(-p~2 + 4(n -l)p)/2R2 < 0 in G%, Mw3 < ßn(-p'1 + Sp)/2R < 0 on G%, by virtue of our choice of p, and ti>3>4 on dG% n {|x'| = 2Ä}, w3 < 3 on Gf.
Thus the function w = u + $wi + ipw2 + Aw3/A satisfies Lw<0 inG^, Mw<0 on G°2, w>A oudGJ¡\G°2, so the maximum principle implies that w > A on G\ and hence w > A on Gf. [14, Chapter 10] for solutions of conormal derivative problems. For this result, (a13') is a positive Sn valued function on fi satisfying (2.1) and ß is an Rn valued function on du such that ß ■ 7 > 0 on <9fi. THEOREM 2.3. Let dfi G C2 and let u E Gx(fi) f~l G2(fi) satisfy (2.10) |L«| < X(po\Du\2 + *) inQ, \Mu\ < ß ■ 7^ on dn and suppose that \u\ < M0, A/A </i m fi, \ß\/ß-l<ß ondQ.
Then there are positive constants a depending on p,poMo,n and C depending also on $, tp, fi such that (2.11) [uUn = sup l"(')-yi < C.
x,yen \x y\ x¥=y PROOF. By virtue of [30, Corollary 11] it suffices to prove the Holder estimate only at ¿9fi, that is we must show that for all x G dfi and sufficiently close y G fi, \u(x)-u(y)\<C\x-y\a.
By means of a suitable change of variables (which increases p by a factor of at most 2), we reduce to the case fi = B+, dfi = B° and we may assume that y EG(p,\) with p as in Lemma 2.1. For 0 < R < | and p as before, we set mR = inf u, MR = sup u, G(R) -G'(p,R),
and apply Lemma 2.1 to the functions u -m4R and Mm -u to obtain
Adding these inequalities yields M4R -m4R < C(M4R -m4R + mR -MR + R2 + R) from which the estimate follows by a standard argument (see [9, Theorem 8.22] THEOREM 2.4. Let dfi G C2 and let u G G^fi) n G2(fi) be a solution of (1.1), (1.2) with \u\ < Mq in fi and F1,F2,G2 holding. Then there are constants a -a(n,Mo,p,ßo) > 0 and C = C(n, Mo,p, /¿o,fi) such that (2.12) [u]a,n < C. for some ß*(x,u,Du) satisfying \ß*\ < po-□ It is interesting to compare Theorem 2.3 and its proof with Krylov To conclude this section we remark that conditions F2 and G2, which are used in Theorem 2.4 and elsewhere in this paper to write the problem (1.1), (1.2) in a quasilinear form, may be replaced by more general conditions. When A and \ are bounded away from zero, they follow naturally from FI, F3, and G3. Otherwise we may, for example, replace them by the conditions (2.15) P(x,z,p,f) = 0, G(x,z,p',pn)=0
for some f = f(x, z,p), pn = p"(x, z,p') satisfying [30] ) and locally flatten the boundary. The main new technical difficulty in the present situation arises from cubic terms in the gradient, introduced through differentiation of the boundary condition (1.2). Throughout this section we shall abbreviate Fl = FPi, Gl = GPi and use the differential operators 6 = Dz + \p\~2p ■ Dx, 6 -p ■ Dp. We begin with a local gradient estimate to illustrate the general argument. This estimate was proved in a slightly different form in [30] via a change of dependent variable (see also [2] ). with G and 9 given by (3.3). Since \\Bl\\n is bounded uniformly with respect to h, the Aleksandrov maximum principle [9, Chapter 9] provides the desired estimate for Wh if h is small enough. Our next step is to bound the tangential derivatives of u near a flat boundary position. To this end we set p' = (pi,...,p"_i), P' = (Di,...,Dn-i),
where here and in the following lemma, we adopt the convention that the index k only goes from 1 to n -1. We also recall the definitions of P+ and P° from §2. If also ~ß2 is sufficiently small (depending only on pi), then (3.9) \D'u(0)\ < C(n,p,pi,p2,ß2,M,uj).
Before proving this lemma, we discuss condition (3.7) which is only required to hold when F(X) -0. Unlike the proof of the interior gradient bound, the present proof uses a control of Dnnu in terms of DijU (for i + j< 2n), which can only be obtained via the equation. For our proof, condition (3.7) is the correct form of this control. We note here that FI and F3 imply that the quantities in the left-hand side of (3. A Therefore (3.7) holds in the uniformly elliptic case for any pZ2 with p2 = C(n, p, po, ßi)(l + l/~ß2).
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2. Let R E (0,1) be a constant at our disposal and set BR-= {xE B+\ \x\ < R}, BR = {xE P°| \x\ < R},
where n is as in Lemma 3.1. With ai > 4 and a2 > 0 constants to be chosen, set
We then determine R from Qi,a2,M, and w so that R < 2/M and
If Mi < P~2, then the estimate on iu'(0) is clear once we have determined ai and a2. We now determine suitable qi and a2 so that Mi < P-2. Suppose now that Mi > R~2 and let xo be a point in BR where w attains its maximum. As before nw'(xo) > Mi/2 and, in particular, n(xo) ^ 0. If Xq = 0, then by applying the operator DkuDk to the equation G[u] = 0, we obtain GiDiWl = -2(6TG)w'. Therefore for w' > M2, we have
>xMi|Pu|(-7/zi + a2). 
We now proceed as in Lemma 3.1, using conditions (5.3) and the inequalities \u\ < 1, (gij) > 0 to obtain
Recalling that a2 = 7pi, we see that the right-hand side of this inequality will be positive if p2 is sufficiently small (depending only on pi) and ai is sufficiently large. With these choices for ûi and a2, w cannot have a maximum where xn > 0 and therefore Mi < R~2. D
As before, Lemma 3.2 is also valid for W2>q (q > 2n) solutions of (3.4), and (3.7) will usually be inferred from
We also note that our estimate on |P'w| was achieved without first estimating the ratio \Du\/\D'u\, as was done in [18] . Now we combine the preceding lemmata to bound the full gradient of solutions of (1.1), (1.2) in arbitrary smooth domains. THEOREM 3.3. Let <9fi G G3 and let u E G2(fi") n G3(fi) be a solution of (1.1), (1.2) with \u\ < M in fi and suppose that F and G satisfy conditions FI, F2, F3, G2 and G3. Then (3.10) sup|Pu| < C(n,M,p,po,ßi,fi)-n PROOF. First we estimate \Du\ on dfi. To this end we consider a point on 3fi, which we may take to be the origin, where \Du\ attains its maximum over dfi. Since the form of our hypotheses is unchanged under any G3 change of coordinates (although the values of the constants will change), we may also assume that finPi = B+ and dfi n Pi = P°. It then follows from G2 that |Pnti(0)|<Mo(l + |PX0)|) and hence we need only estimate |P/'u(0)|. This estimate is immediate from Lemma 3.2 since (3.5) follows from G3, (3.6) follows from FI, (3.7) follows from FI, F2, and F3, and (3.9) follows from Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.1.
This estimate for \Du\ on an, and another application of Lemma 3.1 give the full estimate. □ Again we can relax the regularity of u to W2'q (q > n). Also the conditions on Fz and Fx can be relaxed to a one-sided estimate on a suitable linear combination of these derivatives corresponding to 6F and 6tF in the transformed domain. We shall discuss presently a version of this one-sided bound without performing a change of coordinates. The gradient estimate near <3fi may also be effected without a direct use of the interior estimate, Lemma 3.1, although such an approach seems more complicated.
So far our gradient estimates have all been local in character. This localness was used crucially to make certain terms small by virtue of our modulus of continuity estimates. We now consider an alternative approach which avoids the modulus of continuity estimates by strengthening certain of our structure conditions. This alternative approach has several other attractive features. It allows us to obtain global estimates directly under the strengthened structure conditions and it does not use a flattening of the boundary. In this last respect, it can be used to give an explicit version of the one-sided estimates on combinations of Fz and Fx which were used in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Also we are able to obtain gradient estimates which are independent of the ratio |Gp|/x; the utility of this will be shown in an example.
For our alternative approach, we define
where r > 0 is so small that d E G3(£), which is always possible if <9fi G G3. We then set Dd = 7 in E and note that |7| = 1, -(Da3 = -fDji-=0 in E and that this 7 is a G2 extension of the normal field on <9fi into E. We also define ¿W-.itf._yy,
Note that 6' = ¿r near a flat boundary portion. Further discussion of 6' can be found in [18, §4] (where there is a minus sign missing in the definition of c¿ on p.
59). Thus we may assume that Mi > 4(P/t)2 + 2M2 which implies that w cannot achieve its maximum over E where d -r. Thus w > Mi/2 and \D'u\ > M at a maximum point xo-If xo G ¿>fi, then
If xo G E, we obtain an expression for FtJDijW + FlDiW, all of whose terms can be estimated as before with two exceptions:
Hence, if a2 < 1 and p = p(Mi/2) < 1, then
F^Díjw + F^íw > {-C(n,p,pi,n)(a2+ß+u*) + aiu*}Mi£ + {2-c(a2)ßi}C2.
By first choosing ai sufficiently large, then a2 < u* and then JLX small, we see that w cannot reach its maximum in E if p(Mi/2) < u*. As before this leads to the desired estimate. D We remark that, by virtue of the proof of Lemma 3.1, the form of the interior gradient estimate given in (3.11) is a consequence of a slight strengthening of (3.12), namely, (3.12)' \p\\Fp\<pi£ +Pi£2/\p\2, 6F<p(\p\)£+px£2/\p\2.
Moreover we can take pZ in (3.12)' and (3.13) (but not (3.12)) to be a constant if we have a modulus of continuity estimate for u. By using the ideas of the proof of Theorem 3.4, we can prove Theorem 3.3 without flattening the boundary, in which case F3 and G3 can be relaxed to (3.15) |p||Pp|,OP,¿'P</ziA(l + |p|2 + |r|), (3.16) |p||Gp|,í'G</iix(l + |p|).
Also, we can replace -6G by 6G in (3.12) by a simple modification of the proof, and if /2(t) = 0(l/i) in (3.13) (but not necessarily in (3.12)), then any interior gradient estimate can be substituted in (3.11) . In this case, we take w = w' + Miu*/ai + a2Mid with a2 a sufficiently large constant and r < l/4a2.
As an application of Theorem 3.4, we consider the contact angle boundary condition (1.4) with constant contact angle, i.e., G[u] = 7-Du-<¿(l + |Pu|2)1/2=0 ondfi for some constant d> E (-1,1). By direct calculation, we have Gp = 7 -<A(1 + |p|2)1/2P, G2 = 0, Gx = (D13)pJ,
= xDiijPiPj/\p'\2. It is readily checked that Dii>piPj < C(fi)|p'|2 in E, and that
Therefore G satisfies (3.13) with pz independent of cf> if -1 < <f> < 0. Hence if P satisfies (3.12), we obtain a tangential gradient estimate on the solution of (1.1), (1.4) for such <f), which is independent of the contact angle. A similar argument gives a uniform tangential gradient estimate for 0 < 4> < 1. Thus we obtain a tangential gradient estimate for solutions of (1.1), (1.4) which does not depend on the contact angle if that angle is constant. An analogous result for the capillarity equation
where H E Gx(fi x R) and Hz < 0, was given by Simon and Spruck [28] .
Finally we show that the regularity of fi can be relaxed to <9fi G C2'a for some a G (0,1). In this case, it follows from the methods of [20] that there are positive constants e,ei, £2, Ci and a function p G G2'Q(fi) n G3(fi) such that
for all x G fi and |Pp| > s i on the set where p < e2. For <j> a nonnegative G3(R") function with support in the unit ball and /R" <j> = 1, we extend the normal field 7 to some boundary neighbourhood E by
If E is sufficiently small, then \Dd(x) -Dd(y)\ < G2(fi)|x -y\ in E, and hence
and a similar expression for 7lP¿7J(x), so \i3Dn3\, \^lDiq3\ = O(p). In the same way, we can show that \D^\, |7fcP27fc| = 0(1) and |P27| = 0(pa~1). Hence
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We now set w = w' + (Mi/ai)u* + a2Miv(p + p1+a/(l + a)) and look at a point xo G E where w attains its maximum. As before, we can arrange for xo G E if Mi is sufficiently large. But then, at xo,
which is positive if Mi is large enough. This contradiction leads to the desired estimate in Theorem 3.4 and a similar analysis, using a suitable change of variables, applies in Theorem 3.3.
4. Holder estimates for first derivatives.
Holder estimates for the first derivative of solutions of the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) follow from the boundary weak Harnack inequality, Lemma 2.1, in much the same way as the corresponding interior estimates are derived from the interior weak Harnack inequality in [30] . Since we may assume at this stage that the gradient has already been bounded, we formulate our result under hypotheses corresponding to FI*, F3* in [30] .
THEOREM 4.1. LetdnEC3 anduEC3(n)nC2(U) be a solution of (1.1), (1.2) with \u\ + \Du\ < K in fi. Suppose that F and G satisfy the structure conditions:
for all X E T with \z\ + \p\ < K, where p,po,ßi,ßo are positive constants and 9 < 1. Then there are positive constants a and C depending on n,p,po,pi,K,9, and fi such that (4.5) [Du]a,n < C.
Note that condition (4.2) is implied (at least for an equivalent problem) by either A being bounded away from zero or F(Xo) = 0 for some Xo E T. Condition (4.4) is simply a quantification of the fact that G G G1(r/) is oblique. Similarly conditions (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) automatically hold for quasilinear elliptic F with coefficients inG1(îïxRxRn).
PROOF. Because of the interior estimate [30, Theorem 5.1] (which clearly extends to positive 9 < 1), it suffices to prove a Holder estimate only at boundary points. By the usual flattening of dfi near a point y, which we can take as the origin, we thus reduce our consideration to the half-ball B+ = {x G Rn | |x| < 1, xn > 0}, with boundary condition (1.2) holding on the flat portion, P° = {x G R™ | |x| < l,xn = 0}. As in [30, Lemma 7 .2], we introduce functions of the form w± = wf = ±Dtu + ev' (0<e<l),
where / = l,...,n -1 and v' = |P'w|2 = Yl?=i \Diu\2. By differentiation, we obtain -2eC2 + FV'Dhw* + FiDiw± + 2ev'6F ± (FzDlU + Fxl) = 0. and hence using the condition (4.3), we obtain the differential inequalities (4.7) -F'DijW* < AC(|P>w±|2 + 1),
where G = C(n,p,po,ßi,0,Mi,e). Furthermore, by differentiation of (1.2), we have on P°, [22, §5] . By using the function p, described at the end of §3, to effect the boundary flattening and using Lemma 2.2 in place of Lemma 2.1, we see that Theorem 4.1 remains valid for dfi G C2,n, n E (0,1), with the constants G and a depending also on r?. Further, the difference quotient argument described after Lemma 3.1 shows that it need only lie in W2'q(n) for some q > (2 -9)n. Also it is evident that the condition on Fx and Fz in (4.3) can be relaxed to (4.12) Fx,Fz=o(\r\2) as r -» co in which case we must take q > 2n. In the case of two variables we may take 9 = 1 in Theorem 4.1 and simply let w = DiU in its proof.
5. Second derivative bounds. Now we obtain bounds on the second derivative of solutions of the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2). In the interior of fi, these follow from [30, Theorem 6.1] so again our main concern is with estimates near the boundary (although we provide an alternative derivation of the interior bound). The boundary estimate proceeds in two stages. First we obtain one-sided bounds on the pure tangential derivatives and then two-sided bounds on (essentially) the pure normal derivatives. The mixed derivatives are estimated through the boundary condition and then the equation itself can be used to bound all the derivatives. The tangential estimate is based on the method of §3 as well as Krylov's idea [11] , already used in [27] , of introducing new independent variables; moreover, the dependence of the estimates on various quantities must be displayed explicitly. The normal estimate is also more complicated here than in [27] although our underlying philosophy is to treat the boundary condition (1.2) as being essentially the condition 7 • Du -0. A new idea here is to use a boundary gradient estimate for the solution of a Dirichlet problem with C1,a boundary data similiar to those given in [10, 15] . [30] (which is clearly incorrect as presently written). If we replace D'u by the full gradient Du, which is adequate for our purposes here, then the condition (5.2) becomes superfluous [30, Theorem 6.1]. However the argument given above is useful in the present context as our one sided tangential situation boundary estimates are proved by adjustments analogous to the first derivative situation in §3. Moreover with D'u replaced by Du, and C2 replaced by ¿2, the above proof extends to embrace nonuniformly elliptic equations, subject to the more general structure conditions The pointwise relation (5.8) between the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the Hessian [D2u] plays a crucial role in the proof of Lemma 5.1. For our tangential second derivative estimates, the corresponding relation, which is no longer pointwise, is not proved so readily because £ ranges over a smaller set of directions. To overcome this difficulty we prove (in Lemma 5.3) estimates on other derivatives. For now, however, we assume the appropriate analogue of (5.8). When we consider tangential derivatives, as in the next lemma, we shall identify R"_1 with the set {£ G R"|£n = 0}. We also recall the definitions of P¿ and BR from §3. 
M2>1/P + M(P).
We now consider a boundary maximum for w. On P° x Rn_1, we have G^iW = (GWiriw + riGlDlW + aiM2GiDlv' + a2M2«)|£|-2x.
Since G'At/ = -Gzv' -GXkDku, and w|£|-2 > M2/2 > i it follows that GiDiw>(a2-C(K,pi,n))M2w\t:\-2x + GiDiW Combining these inequalities with (5.15) and the second structure condition in (5.11) (together with the estimate r\2 < 1 < w2), we therefore infer that rjGW.w > -C(K,m,p2,n)r,w2\t:\-2x.
Consequently
GlDiW > (a2 -C)M%w\t\-2x > 0 for a2 = C and thus w cannot attain its maximum on P° x Rn_1, and the lemma is proved. G Of course, by virtue of the condition (5.10), we infer immediately a bound on t]r\D2u\ and, in particular, on |P2u(0)| under the hypotheses of this lemma. By means of a more careful analysis of its pre of we can improve the form of the estimate on M£. In particular, if the condition (5.4) is strengthened to (5.16) ?(X,Y)<p2\(\r\\y\2 + \y\\s\) (so that F becomes jointly convex with respect to p and r), then the hypothesis (5.10) can be dispensed with, and the estimate (5.13) is independent of p3 and M(P). We also note here that the condition (5.11) is merely a one-sided quantification of the statement G EC2. To complete our second derivative estimation, we need to establish (5.10). As a preliminary result, we derive a bound on GtDinu, which is the correct analogue of Dnnu for the nonlinear boundary condition. Because of the nonlinearity of G the method of [27] is inadequate here and in its place we employ a subtle argument based on the boundary gradient estimates on [10 and 15] . 6. Holder estimates for second derivatives.
We arrive now at the final stage of our series of estimates. Assuming that we have bounded u along with its first and second derivatives, we estimate the Holder norm of the second derivatives. In outline, the derivation of this estimate is similar to that of the second derivative bounds in §5. A partial estimation of pure tangential derivatives is accomplished by a modification of known methods for estimating all pure second derivatives for the Dirichlet problem [9] . On combination with a full estimate on the quantities GlDijU, (j = 1,..., n), we deduce the complete bound for D2u. A new complication is that our one-sided estimate involves the behavior of the second derivatives in a neighborhood of the boundary, while initially the two-sided estimate is valid only on the boundary. This difficulty was overcome in [27] by conversion to a divergence structure situation. Here we proceed under more general hypotheses by using the Schauder interior estimates, although the elimination of the hypothesis (6.3) below would be of some interest. As the nontangential derivative bounds can, unlike the case in Lemma 5.3, be dealt with independently of the one-sided tangential derivative bounds, we consider them first. for allX eTk = {(x,z,p,r) | xG Q,\z\ + \p\ Rn+1 x R™ x Sn. Then there are positive constants n depending only on n and p and C depending also on K, n, a, p, pi,p2, p3 such that for any R < 1 (6.6) oscB+ Dinu < CRn, i = 1,..., n.
PROOF. Let us define, similarly to the proof of Lemma 5.3,
Po and set of3 = Fi3/X, L = ai3Dij. Then \Lg\ < C(K,n,pi,p2) in P+, g = 0, on P°.
It then follows from Krylov's boundary Holder estimate [12, Theorem 4.1], in particular inequality (2.14) in §2, that there is a constant n = n(n, p) E (0,1) for which the function v, given by v(x) = g(x)/xn, satisfies (6.7) oscB+ v < CRP for all P < 1, where now G depends on K,n,pi,p2 and p. Next we observe that the interior second derivative Holder estimate [30, (6. 16)] implies that for a further constant £ = e(n,p) E (0,1), we have |P2u|*.B+ < G whence by condition (6.3) \al3\*aE,B+ + \Lgya£.¡B+<C where now and henceforth C depends on K,n,p,pi,p2,p3 and a, and the interior norms are as defined, for example, in [9, Chapter 4] or [30, §2] . Now we can apply the Schauder interior estimate [9, Theorem 6.2] to conclude, in particular, for any ball Px = BR(y) with B2 = B2R(y) C P+ and any n E (0,1],
The combination of (6.7) and (6.8) readily yields a local boundary estimate (6) (7) (8) (9) [Dg]^ < C, where n = n(n,p) E (0,1) [24] (see [9, Theorem 8.29] ); however for our immediate purposes we need only use the gradient bound on (6.8) to deduce for any point y E B+4R = \yn, \Dg(y)\ < G -sup Iff \K BR{y) + R) <C\y\n by (6.7), provided we normalize v(0) = 0. Writing ßoLPg = GnDinu + (G3 -83nGn)D%3u + GzDiU + GXi, the desired result then follows from the conditions (6.3), (6.4). G Note that since F G G2, A is automatically in G0,1 and also by virtue of the discussion preceding the statement of Theorem 5.4, the conditions (6.4) may be replaced by the hypotheses (6.4)' dG dp
while the condition (6.5) may be achieved through a linear coordinate change:
For equations in two variables, Lemma 6.1 (without the restrictions (6.2), (6.3)) follows from Morrey's Holder estimate [9, Theorem 13.4] and, when adjoined to the corresponding interior estimate [9, Theorem 17.11], it implies a global second derivative Holder estimate which we return to later in this section. In the general n-dimension case there are n(n -1)/2 > 1 second derivatives not directly controlled via Lemma 6.1. To get appropriate control over these other derivatives we modify the proof of [30, Theorem 6.1] using our boundary weak Harnack inequality, Lemma 2.1, and in this way obtain the global Holder estimates. THEOREM 6.2. Let u E C3(U) n G4(fi) be a solution of the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) with \u\ + \Du\ + \D2u\ < K in fi, and suppose that F and G satisfy the structure conditions (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.4)'.
Then there are positive constants r¡ = n(n,p) < 1, Gi = Ci(K,n,p,pi,p2,p3,a,n) and C2 = C2(K,n,p,pi,p2,diamn) such that:
for any fi' CC fi.
PROOF. The Evans-Krylov interior estimate (6.11) is contained in [30, Theorem 6.1] so that we need only estimate the Holder norm near ¿>fi which we may assume has been locally flattened with (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.4) holding. Now for (x, £) G B+ x Rn_1, with |£| = 1, we set h(x, £) = DijUty^3 and note that by appropriate adjustment of u, we may assume without loss of generality that 0 < h < 1. As in Lemma 6. 
S.R E,R Esfi ¿Tj
Applying Lemma 2.1 to the functions W^ ' -Wk, we infer that there are constants G and k depending only on n, p such that {«-"L »í* -""*»" ) * £ c(<2' -<" + ^+ThR).
we infer that (6.12) (r-71 f (M™ -hk)K\ <Ci(MJc2)-M{k1) + Ksoj'(2R) + pR2 + pxR)
for some Gi = Ci(n,p). Next we conclude from Lemma 6.1 that (6.13) oscB+ Dinu < p2Re for some 9 = 9(n,p) and ~p2 = ~fl2(a,K,n,p,pi,p2,p3). We now connect (6.12) and (6.13). By the Motzkin-Wasow lemma [9, Lemma 17.13], there are positive constants A*,A*,iV and unit vectors ft,...,£w depending only on n and p, and functions ak, k = 1,...,N, with A* < ak < A* such that ai3 =J2ak&& fc=i License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use moreover, we can take these vectors to include e¿ and (ei±ej)/^/2 for i,j = 1,..., n, i < j, where e, is the ith standard basis vector and fjv = en. We now choose M = N -1 and, for k = 1,..., N -1, we set & = Sb/kfcl. ,fi til* 0fc = 9k(x) = h(x,^k) = \c'k\2hk + 2$kk\ÍDjnU + (cZ)2Dnnu, ■U> I /|2_ Çk = Çk-Kfcl ft*;, ffN = ffjv = Mx> ?iv) = PnnW.
Since 0 < |f¿| < 1 for jfc < iV, it follows from (6.14) that we conclude from (6.12), (6.14), and (6.15) that
The desired Holder estimate (6.11) now follows from this inequality in the same way that [30, (6.15) ] follows from [30, (6.9) ]. D
We remark that it follows from linear regularity considerations, or in particular [23, Theorem 6] , that the estimate (6.11) is valid for all r¡ < 1 with constant Gi depending in addition on n. We also note that the regularity hypotheses in Theorem 6.2 can be relaxed. First of all, by virtue of Lemma 2.2, we need only assume that <9fi G C3'6 for some S > 0 and, as in §5, u E G2(fi). More significantly, by invoking the regularity technique of [31] with variable directions, it suffices to only assume uEC1'1^).
The combination of Theorems 2.4, 3.3, 4.1, 5.4 with Theorem 6.2 now yields the global estimate, Theorem 1.1, asserted in the introduction.
Furthermore by virtue of our previous remarks concerning the two variable case, we may eliminate all dependence on the second derivatives of F in this case, so that Theorem 1.1 holds for F G Gx(r) (even C°^(T)) satisfying FI, F2, F3 with dfi G G3. The assumptions on the boundary data may also be relaxed but this aspect shall be postponed for a further investigation.
7. Existence results. Various existence theorems, such as Corollary 1.2, may now be deduced from the estimates of § §2 to 6. We shall present separately the quasilinear and fully nonlinear cases as the existence theorems for the former only require G1'" estimates. Moreover our first existence result below for the case of a quasilinear equation with a quasilinear boundary condition follows directly from the Leray-Schauder theorem, familiar from the corresponding Dirichlet problem. For the cases of quasilinear or fully nonlinear equations with general nonlinear boundary conditions, the nonlinear method of continuity or some related technique must be used to prove the basic existence theorems although the Leray-Schauder theorem can then be used to remove those hypotheses introduced for purely functional analytic reasons. Various of these problems with fully nonlinear boundary conditions will be discussed.
We begin by recalling the a priori solution bounds from [18, Lemmas 3.1, 3.2] which we formulate here for fully nonlinear equations. Throughout this section we shall assume that the boundary value problem LEMMA 7.1. Let <9fi G G2 and nonnegative p G G2(fi) satisfy Dp = 7 on <9fi.
If there are nonnegative constants Mo and mi such that (7.2) zF(x, z, Dw, D2w) < 0, (7.3) zG(x, z, Dw) < 0 for ail \z\ > Mo andw = -(signz)mip, then any solution of (7.1) obeys the estimate (7.4) |u|o;n < Mo + mi|p|0;n-PROOF. We only prove the upper bound for u; the lower bound is proved in a similar fashion. Set v = vq -mip, where vo is a constant chosen so that sup(u -v) = 0, and let xo be a point in fi where u = v. If xo G <9fi, then G(x0, v0 -mip(xo), -mi7) = G(x0, u(x0), Dv(x0)) > G(x0, u(x0), Du(x0)) = 0 so we must have v0 < M0 + mip(xo) < M0 + mi|p|0.
If xo G fi, we have F(xq,vq -mip(xo), -Dw(xq), -D2w(xq)) = F(xo,u(x0),Du(x0), -miD2p(x0)) > P(xo,u(x0),Pw(xo),P2u(x0)) = 0, so that again vq < Mo + mi\p\o-Combining these two cases with the obvious inequality u < vo completes the proof. □ It is a simple matter to construct p E G2(fi) with Dp = 7 on dfi whenever dfi G G2. An interesting feature of the above proof is that no monotonicity assumptions with respect to z are made on P or G. Note also that (7.2) and (7.3) are modelled on the linear problem Au-u = f(x) in fi, Du ■ 7 = g(x) on dfi. for all x, z,p E fi x R x R™, and a nondecreasing function Mo such that (7.6) (signz)G < 0 for \z\ > M0 (|p|) and (x,z,p) G fi x R x R". IfuE Gx(fi) flG2(fi) is a solution of (7.1), then (7.7) Mo;n<G(/ii,M0,fi).
All of our existence results will be stated using Lemma 7.1, the corresponding formulations based on Lemma 7.2 being left to the reader. The following regularity result, taken from [23] , will also be employed throughout this section. LEMMA 7.3. Let <9fi G C2-a for some a E (0,1) and suppose that F E G1,Q(r), G G G1'a(r'). Then any solution u G G2(fi) o/(7.1) automatically lies in G2'a(fi). For quasilinear F we need only F E G0,1(r). THEOREM 7.4. Let <9fi G C2'a for some a E (0,1) andai3, a E C1 (fixRxRn), b1, g E C1'a(dn X R) and suppose that the following structure conditions hold for all (x, z,p) E fi x R x Rn, some positive function X on fi x R x R™ and nondecreasing functions p,po,Pi on R:
(7.10) aijtitj > A|£|2 /ora//£GR"; \a*3\<p(\z\)X; |a|<M|2|)A(l + |p|2); (7.11) (l-r\p\)\aP3\,\ai3\,K3\<pi(\z\)X;
(1 + \p\)\ap\, \az\, \ax\ < pi(\z\)X(l + \p\2).
Suppose also that 6 • 7 > 0 on <9fi x R and that (7.2), (7.3) hold. Then the problem (7.8), (7.9) has a solution u E G2'a(fi). It follows from [9, Theorem 6.31] that T is well defined, that u = T(u, a) implies u E C2'a(U), and that u = T(u, 1) if and only if u is a G2'a(fi) solution of (7.8), (7.9) . uniformly on dfi. Moreover we need only assume a13,a E G0,1(fi x R x R"), and if also only b,g E C0,1(n x R), then a simple approximation argument yields a solution u E G^H) n C2'ß(U) for all ß E (0,1). When the boundary condition is not quasilinear, even if the differential equation is, the Leray-Schauder approach is no longer immediately applicable. In its place we use the nonlinear method of continuity [9, Theorem 17.30 ].
LEMMA 7.5. Let a,6 E (0,1) and <9fi G C2'a. Suppose that aij',a E G^fi x R x Rn), G G C1'a(dn x R x R"), aP3,ai3,ap,az E GÄ(fi x R x Rn), GP,GZ E C1's(dn x R x R") and that (7.10) holds together with (7.12) ai3 =0, az<0 tnOxRxR", Gz < 0 ondfixRxR".
Then, if for some ip E G3(fi) and some ß G (0,a) the set E = {u E C2'ß(UJ \ Q[u] = oQ[ip\ in fi, G[u] = oG{if\ on ¿)fi for some o E [0,1]} ta bounded in G1(fi), the boundary value problem (7.8) has a unique solution u E G2'a(fi).
PROOF. From [9, Theorem 17.30] and Theorem 4.1 we obtain the unique solvability of (7.8) in C2'0(Tl) and hence in G2-a(fi) by virtue of Lemma 7.3. G
The smoothness assumptions on Q and G may in practice be weakened through approximation (see also the discussion after Corollary 7.7). Functions tp can also generally be chosen to satisfy G[ip] = 0 on <9fi (see [19, Theorem 2] ). We can now prove an existence theorem for quasilinear equations under the natural structure conditions.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use THEOREM 7.6. Let <9fi G C2'a for some a E (0,1). Suppose that aij, a E G1(fi x R x Rn) satisfy the natural conditions (7.10), (7.11) while G E G1,a(n xRxR") satisfies G2,G3, that is |G(x,2,p')|<Mo(M)x(i + b'l) (p' = P-(p-ih); ( ■ J (l + |p|)|Gp|,|G,|,|Gx|<Mi(N)x(l + |p|).
Then if (7.2), (7.3) hold for some Mo and mi, the boundary value problem (7.8) has a C2'Q(fi~) solution.
PROOF. This time we define a map T: G2(fi) x [0,1] -> G2(Ü) by letting u = T(v, t) be the unique G2'a(fi) solution of
We must first show that T is well defined. Assuming temporarily that G satisfies the smoothness conditions of Lemma 7.4, we apply Lemma 7.4 to (7.14) with \p = 0 and fixed (v,t) E C2(fi~) x [0,1). The set E corresponding to (7.14) is bounded in COROLLARY 7.7. Suppose all the hypotheses of Theorem 7.6 hold except that G is only assumed in G0,1(fi x R x Rn) (with (7.13) holding for the weak derivatives of G). Then the boundary value problem (7.8) has a G^^fi) il G2(fi) solution for some ß > 0.
More generally we can conclude, in the absence of conditions (7.2), (7.3) in Theorem 7.6 and Corollary 7.2, that the problem (7.8) is classically solvable if the family of fixed points of the problems (7.14) is a priori bounded in G°(fi). Other families may also be substituted.
An important feature of Theorem 7.6 is its applicability to problems which are not uniquely solvable (cf. A straightforward calculation shows that the hypotheses of Theorem 7.6 are satisfied if a G G1'" (dfi xR) and sup lim g(x,2)sign;z < 1.
an |z|-»°o
Using [18] we would need more smoothness of g, dfi, and, more significantly, the inequality gz < 0. Before moving on to fully nonlinear equations we digress to point out that the conditions GZ,GP E C1,ô(n x R x Rn) in the statement of Lemma 7.5 may be removed at the outset by applying the method of continuity argument with the weighted Holder space P2+^ (^) fr°m [8] in place of G2'^(fi) and the intermediate Schauder theory of [21] Standard linear theory improves the solution in Lemma 7.8 to lie in G3'5(fi) PI G4-Q(fi) for all 8 E (0,1) and moreover dfi G G4-Q implies u E C4'a(fi). Although the hypotheses of Lemma 7.8 are easily weakened to conform with those in Lemma 7.4 (e.g. dfi G C3'a, F E C2, Fr,Fp,Fz E G1'"), this greater generality makes the statements of resuslts much more cumbersome. Therefore we leave it to the reader to supply refined versions of our theorems. We are now in a position to prove Corollary 1.2.
THEOREM 7.9. Let dfi G G4, F G G2(r), G G C2(r') and suppose that F satisfies the structure conditions F1-F5, that is (7.18) A<MA, |P(x,2,p,0)|<u0A(l + |p|2), (7.19 ) |PP|, |P2|, \FX\ < /_iA(l + |p|2 + \r\), G satisfies G2,G3, that is (7.13).
Suppose also that (7.21) supP2<0, suPG2<0. r r'
Then the boundary value problem (7.17) has a unique solution u E G2'a(fi) for all a G (0,1).
PROOF. When P G G2,Q, G G G3'Q, and A,x are bounded away from zero, the result follows easily from Theorems 2. > e} and Fe and GE are appropriate mollifications of P and G on fi x R x R™ x S™ and fi x R x R", respectively. G Next we observe that the condition (7.21) can be relaxed through a procedure analogous to that in Theorem 7.6 with, instead of (7.14), the problems t{F(x,v,Dv,D2u)+v-u} + (1-t)(Au-u) =0 in fi, t{G(x, v, Du) + v -u} + (1 -t)Du -7 = 0 on dfi.
We thus obtain the following generalization of Theorem 7.9.
COROLLARY 7.10. Let dfi G G4, F G G2(r), G G G2(r') and suppose that (7.13), (7.18), (7.19), (7.20) are satisfied and that (7.2), (7.3) hold for \z\ > M0 and some mi > 0. Then problem (7.17) has a solution u E G2'Q(fi) for all a < 1.
Our estimates are also applicable to problems involving Bellman operators although in this case we cannot make assertions on the regularity of solutions as strongly as before. THEOREM 7.II.
Let dfi e G4, let {Fk} be a sequence of operators with Fk E C2(T) for each k and let G E ^'(fixR x Rn). Suppose that (7.13), (7.18), (7.19), (7.20) hold for Fk,G with piPo,Pi,P2 independent of k and also PROOF. The operator F in (7.24) may be approximated through mollification as in the case of the Dirichlet problem [9, §17.5] and the operator G approximated as for Corollary 7.7. The first assertion of the theorem then follows from Theorems 2.3, 3.3, 4.1 and the interior estimates in Theorem 6.2 while the second assertion depends also on Theorem 5.4. □ We remark that the condition on dfi in Theorem 7.11 can be relaxed by approximation to dfi G C2'ß for some ß E (0,1) (with dfi G C3<ß to imply u E G1,1^)).
The conditions (7.23) may also be generalized as in Corollary 7.10, with a possible loss of uniqueness. It is also interesting to note that the boundary condition G in Corollaries 7.7, 7.10 embraces Bellman type conditions of the form (7.25) G[u] = inf (or sup ) OM = 0 on dfi, fc V k J
where Gk E C2(V) satisfy (7.13), (7.23) uniformly in k.
For equations in two variables, our remarks at the end of § §4, 5, and 6 show that condition (7.20) can be dispensed with in Theorem 7.9, Corollary 7.10, and Theorem 7.11 with the operators F,Fk only required to lie in G0,1(r).
Finally we point out that the existence Theorems 7.9, 7.11 themselves can be used to relax global smoothness hypotheses in our estimates through appropriate modification of the boundary value problems which cause the given solution u to become unique. In particular we find that Theorem 4.1 holds for u E G1(fi)flG2(fi) whence u E G1,a(fi) and by virtue of Lemma 5.1, supd°_1|P2u(x)| < oo.
By modifying the proofs of Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 (similarly to Lemma 2.2) we then deduce Theorem 5.4 also for u E C1(fi) fi G2(fi). In this case we may create a new boundary value problem with unique solution u by suitable truncation of G and replacement of P by F = P(x, u(x), p, r) + A(u(x) -z)
for sufficiently large A. As a result, Theorem 1.1 will be valid for arbitrary classical solutions.
Supplementary remarks (January, 1986). Since this paper was submitted for publication in 1984, there have appeared further developments [39, 40] which lead to improvements of our second derivative estimates and the consequent existence theorems for fully nonlinear equations. In particular it was shown by Trudinger [40] that condition (6.3) is not necessary in Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 so that the global estimate (6.10) is independent of p3. It then follows that the second derivative bounds in Theorem 5.4 may be alternatively deduced through the interpolation argument of [30, 41] and moreover that if G G G1'1(fi x R x Rn) in the Bellman existence result, Theorem 7.11, then the solution u E G2'Q(fi) for some a > 0, depending only on n and p. But the hypotheses of these results may be even further reduced by adaptation of the perturbation argument invoked by Safonov [39] for the Bellman Dirichlet problem. As a result, the condition (6.2) in Theorem 6.2 (and subsequently, by interpolation, condition (5.4) in Theorem 5.4) may be replaced simply by the concavity of F with respect to r. This shows that the natural condition F4 can be dispensed with altogether, both here and in the Dirichlet problem [30] . Also the assumed boundary smoothness can be relaxed to dfi G C2'ß, G E G^fi xRxR") for some ß > 0, with the Holder exponent n in Theorem 6.2 depending additionally on ß. Taking account of these developments, we see that in our final existence result, Theorem 7.11, we need only assume dfi G C2'ß for some ß > 0 with the structure condition (7.20) reduced to the concavity condition, Frr < 0 and when G G C1,ß(n x R x Rn), the solution u G G2'a(fi). Further details will appear in the lecture notes [42] .
To conclude these remarks we also mention related recent work of Lieberman [35] and Lieberman and Korevaar [34] on gradient bounds for nonuniformly elliptic quasilinear equations, Nadirashvili [38] on Holder estimates and Madjarova [37] and Lieberman [36] on the two variable case. Also despite the fact that our techniques in §5 can be replaced by interpolation, they are nevertheless important as they extend to embrace nonuniformly elliptic equations or obstacle problems where second derivative Holder estimates are not feasible; (see for example [40] ).
